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Dry-Barrelhead Beveling Tools
by Bob Nelson
ry barrels were the shipping containers of
yesteryear. Before fork lifts and such, they were
much easier than crates for one or two men to
maneuver. Unlike sturdier wet barrels made to hold
liquids, they were made as lightweight and cheap as
practical for their planned contents and were not usually
expected to be reused . To keep water out, some dry
barrels (called "dry-tight") had to be nearly as tight as
wet barrels; gunpowder, for example, required such drytight barrels. Due to the differences between dry and wet
barrels and the fact that dry-barrel coopers commonly
lacked the full talent of wet coopers, there were some
differences in the tools and techniques used by the two.
Little has been written about dry-barrel making, so much
of what is offered here is conjectural.
Figures I & 2, taken from R.A . Salaman's Diction my
of Tools , show four different head fittings for barrels;
Figure I is ofa wet-barrel fitting and Figure 2 is of three
different types of dry-barrel fittings . Figure 13 :2 in John
M. Whelan's The Wooden Plan e shows similar fittings.
This article will primarily deal with tools used to form
the beveled head edges on dry barrels. More has been
written about wet-barrel making, but some aspects of
that also remain unexplained and wil I be considered first.
Figure I shows the outside and inside head bevels of
a wet barrel cut at different angles. Figure 17 in Kenneth
Kilby's The Cooper and His Trade also shows such
bevels, but no text found explains why these angles were
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different or why beveled head edges were fit into
squared croze grooves. (continued on page 4)

February 6 - CRAFTS Meeting
High Bridge, NJ, Masonic Lodge
Bow making for musical instruments
I p.m. program by Robert Ames - bow maker
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Speaker's Profile
Robert Ames - Bow Maker

Collectors of Rare and Familiar Tools Society
of New Jersey
President .............. JOE HAUCK, Lebanon
Vice President .......... GREG WELSH, Califon
Secretary . . . . . . DON WALLA CE, Collingswood
Treasurer ......... JACK WHELAN, Murray Hill

Robert Ames ofMaywood, New Jersey, was scheduled to
be our November speaker, but was called to London on
business. So, he will appear at the February meeting instead.
Robert, one of the few dozen master stringed-instrument
bowmakers in the country, has been in the business for 30
years. Before the meeting you may want to reread the
Speaker's Profile that appeared in the November Tool Shed.
In his February 6 th presentation, Robert will show us the
materials he uses and demonstrate the techniques he employs
in making a bow. And, he'll bring some tools that he uses.

TOOL SHED Retrospective 1999
The purpose of CRAFTS of New Jersey is to encourage interest in early trades and industries, and in
the identification, study, preservation and exhibition of
tools and implements used and made in New Jersey as
an integral part of our heritage.
Membership in CRAFTS is open to anyone who shares
the above interests. Annual dues per person or couple
are fifteen dollars for the membership year of July 1
through June 30. Membership fees may be sent to the
Treasurer: John Whelan, 38 Colony Court, Murray
Hill, NJ 07974 (write check payable to Crafts of New
Jersey).
CRAFTS of NJ meets at the HOST Masonic Lodge,
High Bridge. Take 1-78 to Route 31 exit at Clinton.
Go north on Rte. 31 two miles to second traffic light at
the High Bridge exit. Tum right and go about half a
mile to Dennis Ave. Tum left, then straight to the
Masonic Lodge (on the left). Tailgate sales in the
parking lot begin at 12 P.M.; meeting starts at I P.M.
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The February issue is when we thank the authors who
contributed to your enjoyment and enlightenment in 1998.
They are: Ken Bassett, Graham Blackbum, Bud Brown,
Richard Burton, Malcolm Dick, Bernard Edelman, Joe Hauck,
Walter Jacob, Steve Johnson, Herb Kean, Chris Kozakiewicz,
Tom Lamond, James Laurent, Bill McDougall, Max
Richardson, John Wells, Jack Whelan, Greg Welsh, and
MarKay Zluky. And, thanks to Charlie Flynn for his
photographs and to David Stanley & Friends for help with the
ironmonger's rule article. Please take the time to thank them
when you see them.

New Edition of "The Guide" is in the Works
Wooden plane mavens probably know that Tom Elliott of
Westbrook, Connecticut, is working on the fourth edition of
the Pollaks' book A Guide to the Makers ofAmerican Wooden
Planes, which was published in 1994. All of the past research
by the Pollaks, Michael Humphrey, Ben Blumenberg, and
others has been made available to Tom for this venture. Tom
will include the hundreds of new makers, imprints, and wedge
outlines that have come to light since the previous edition, as
well as additional biographical information. Astragal Press
will publish the new edition. If you have any new or
unpublished information or marks that should be in the new
edition, please contact Tom at 860-399-3045 or at 274
Chittenden Hill Road, Westbrook, CT 06498. Thanks.

Auction Notes
CRAFTS Calendar of Events
Feb. 6, 2000 - CRAFTS meeting, High Bridge, N.J.
April I, 2000 - CRAFTS Auction
April 2, 2000 - CRAFTS meeting, High Bridge, N.J.
June 4, 2000 - CRAFTS meeting, High Bridge, N.J.

CRAFTS Website
http://members.aol.com/craftsofnj
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CRAFTS year 2000 auction will be held on April I at the
Elks Club on Route 31 in Flemington, just north of the
Flemington traffic circle. The February meeting is the
deadline for consignors to deliver their tools. But, Steve is
asking for earlier delivery to him if at all possible. And,
remember that early delivery of tools will permit them to be
included in auction flyers. The auction will feature tools from
the Dominic Micalizzi collection.
If you can help with setup on Friday night or with the
auction on Saturday, call Greg Welsh at 908-439-3266. You
can receive a list of items in the auction a week or two before
the auction. Just send $2,no SASE, and your name and
address to Steve Zluky, Box 243, Whitehouse, NJ 08888 .
Hank Allen

PRESIDENrf'S
COl{NER

Meet You~ Deale~s
The purpose of this column is NOT to evaluate dealers,
but simply to present useful & interesting information
about tool sources.

The I 999 Brown Auction, Harrisburg, PA
First, let me apologize to those who made a long trip to the
November meeting expecting to see Robert Ames the violin
bowmaker. Mr. Ames was on an unscheduled business trip to
London, and I took our son and daughter-in-law, who were visiting
us from Seattle for the first time in two years, to the city to see my
parents and other relatives. I did however get a number of good
reports regarding our pinch hitter, Herb Kean , who came through
again w ith no notice, this time with a talk on bow drills. I can ' t
imagine how he came up with that topic or how one could talk for an
hour about bow drills, but let's face it some people are truly gifted.
I understand that there were around twenty bow drills and ten bows
available for viewi ng and discussion. I truly regret missing the
chance to see that array. Thank you again Herb and those other
members, Chuck Granick and Steve Z lu ky, who brought their
examples for display and discussion. By the way, Mr. Ames promises
he will be at our February meeting. If you have a violin, viola or
other bow, feel free to bring it for discussion.
February's meeting is the last date to deliver tools for the
auction. For those who live close by we expect you to get them
directly to Steve Zl uky before then. As always, al l sins are forgiven
for those who come to the February meeting bearing sparklers.
Someone showed up at my house on Thanksgiving with a toted
ebony and boxwood plow plane and the body to a Francis Nicholson
(living in Wrentham mark) plow. I hope your holidays were pleasant
too! As I've suggested before, the auction is a great way to sell
quality items or one-of-a-kind items that are impossible to price.
After the $14,500 price for the Tidey plane we sold last year I hope
everyone realizes that we can get great prices for great pieces.
Our vice-president, Greg Welsh, informs me that help is on the
way for our website, which has fallen a little out of date. I want to
thank Dave Wolverton for getting us off to such a good start last year
and for getting our new webmaster up to speed. By the time you read
this column there should be new inforn1ation especial ly about our
April I auction.
Finally, the winter months can be tough for those who crave the
hunt for tools and other collectibles. I would suggest you rummage
through your collection including all those boxes hidden in corners.
You may be surprised to find how many items you had stashed away
and forgotten. Perhaps something that needed to be repaired but you
were afraid to tackle at the time. If all is in order and up to date and
cataloged (I don't know how those people do that) then you may
want to curl up with a good book. I can heartily recommend the
book catalogs of Astragal Press and Martin Donnelly; both of th em
continue to add new titles with something for everyone. Remember
when you're out scouring the countryside for tools, knowledge is
power. Of course if you are loaded all you need is access to eBay.
Welcome to new members:
Dr.S.Pearce Browning III,
Norwich, CT; William & Marie Cogger, Chester, NJ; John Farley,
Troy, NY; Thomas Gnizdowski, Bricktown, NJ; Shel & Barbara
Goldberg, Watchung, NJ; Wil & Patricia Goldschmidt, Sparta, NJ;
Bob Joyce, Morristown, NJ; Karl J. Kulp, Woodbury, NJ; Douglas
Lake, Baltimore, MD; Bob & Linda Levine, Arlington, VA; Charles
E. McConnell Jr., Anderson, IN; Patrick Minervini,Hawthorne, NJ;
Joel Moskowitz, New York , NY; Pete Reill y, G len Mills, PA; Larry
& Carolyn Richman, Liberty, NY; Steve & Elaine Rust, Upper
Montclair, NJ; and William H. Rypka, Kodiak, AK.
Joe

Every fall tool collectors from all parts of the United
States, Ca nada and a few from Europe gather in Harrisburg.
The International Tool Auction hosted by Clarence
Blanchard, president of Brown Auction Services, and
Mickey Holmes, auction coordinator, has earned the
reputation for presenting the finest selection of American
collectable tools offered worldwide.
The auction is held at the Harrisburg Sheraton Inn,
which has a convention facility located at ground level with
easy access to the parking lot, guest rooms, and lobby. The
lobby is a three-story atrium with a restaurant, a lounge, and
a bar. The bar is a favorite place for tool collectors and
dealers to gather before, during, and after the auction to
swap stories and show off their most-prized, recent
acquisitions. It's hard to tell whether the hope of a getting
a new tool or the opportunity of renewing old friendships
keeps bringing us back year after year.
Friday morning featured the second annual "Tool Talk"
series by we ll-known tool researchers. Phil Stanley spoke
on adjustab le tee sq uares, Walter Jacob presented a slide
show on Stanley Four Square tools, Elton Hall spoke on
planemakers from so utheast Massachusetts, and Herb Kean
demonstrated methods for cleaning tools. These seminars
are well attended and are greatly appreciated by auction
attendees.
When the doors to the trade room were opened at I :00
PM, it quickly filled with hundreds of buyers eager to add
new treasures to their collections. Dealers save their best
tool s all year for this show. This year 115 trade tabl es were
loaded with rare items that are seldom seen at other venues.
At the same tiine collectors began previewing the 800 lots
in Saturday's auction.
Over the years the Brown Auctions have earned the
reputation for offering rare tools in outstanding condition
and for beautifully illustrated catalogues with thorou ghly
researched and well-written descriptions, accurate condition
grading, and realistic estimates. This year the offering lived
up to this reputation , including items from almost every area
of tool collecting. There were more than the usual number
of stars: a previously unseen , silver-mounted, ivorytrimmed, rosewood plow plane by the Taber Plane Co.; two
wonderful Sandusky center wheel plow planes in rosewood;
a 1872 Millers patent No.50 gunmetal plow plane; a Sargent
No. 162 scrub plane with double wedges and irons; and three
early planes made in Boston by Leonard Bailey.
Doors to the auction room opened Saturday morning at
7:30 AM allowing a little more time to preview the auction
lots before the sale began at 9:00. Auctioneers Samuel
Ferraro and his son moved the sale along at a nice steady
but unhurried pace of about I 00 lots per hour.
There were several Eng lish infill planes in the auction.
A beautiful, bronze, dovetailed, steel-bottomed smooth
plane by Spiers of Ayr from the Ken Roberts collection and
illustrated in color in the centerfold was hammered down
for $ 1,025, about twice the high estimate.

continued on page 8
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Dry-Barrelhead Beveling Tools
by Bob Nelson
( continued from page 1 )

Figure 17 in Kenneth Kilby's The Cooper and His Trade
also shows such bevels, but no text found explains why
these angles were different or why beveled head edges
were fit into squared croze grooves. Salaman and Kilby
both say the bevels were cut with a large drawknife and
both have figures showing such heading knives. Kilby
describes those knives as, "the sharpest and most
respected ofall cooper's knives, guarded and tended with
the greatest of care by every cooper. Nobody borrows a
cooper's heading knife." There is little about heading
knives that distinguishes them from other knives, and it
is doubtful that they could be recognized as such on a
sales table . Fitting a wet~barrel head has to satisfy three
requirements. First, it must not leak; second, it must
prevent the weight of the barrel's contents popping the
head out; and third, it must prevent inward pressure from
popping the head into the barrel. Besides the fitting
itself, flagging was used to prevent leakage. Although
the texts are not specific, Kilby implies that flagging was
wedged into the gap between the upper
head bevel and the comer of the squared
croze groove. Was creating a gap for that
purpose the reason for fitting a beveled
head into a squared groove and also for
having an upper bevel that left a larger
gap there than did the bevel on the lower
side?
The inward curvature of the staves
above the croze groove resists outward
pressure on the head and reduces the need
for the head fitting to achieve that.
However, the outward curvature of the
staves below the groove provides no such
help against inward pressure. Also, since
the croze groove is cut squared to the
head, the depth of the lower side of the
groove will be less than that of the upper
side and further limit resistance to inward
pressure. On the other hand, the longer
cut of the inside bevel makes closer
contact with the bottom side of the groove
than is true of the contact between the
outside bevel and the top of the groove,
helping to increase resistance to inward
pressure.
Turning to dry barrels, Salaman's
Figure 266c, Whelan's Figurel3:24, and
Kilby's Figure 26 (pg. 56) all show headbevel cutting tools generally similar to
those shown in Figures 3 and 4 (Whelan's
being most specifically like them).
4
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Whelan says that this tool was suitable only for dry
cooperage; only the V-croze-type head mounting (As in
Figure 2 #17.) would involve such a cutter. Both tools
have angled blades that swing around an adjustable pivot
point. On both the end of the blade is skewed to extend
it across the cut, but the cutting angle is solely a function
of the blade-mounting angle. This is unlike the ones
shown in Salaman's and Kilby's figures where the blade's
skew angle is the cutting angle. Also unlike those tools,
both have nicker blades set at right angles to the arc of
their swing, possibly indicating that to be an American
innovation. These tools cut the same bevel angle of
about 15 5 degrees on both sides of the head (put another
way, they would produce a head with an edge-bevel
angle of 50 degrees - the sum of the two 25 degree
supplements of the 155 degree cuts). The tool in Figure
3 cuts with a right-handed pull stroke, which seems
intuitively correct. However, the tool in Figure 4 and the
ones shown by Salaman and Kilby require a righthanded push stroke; this might have been more practical
if the cooper braced the head between his body and a
block or bench as was common for some of his other
operations . (NOTE: It appears that Salaman's drawn

Figure 3

Figure 4

figure may have been copied from Kilby's drawing; there
is also some reason to suspect that the Salaman drawing
may have been reversed in printing.)
The tool in Figure 5 is a variation of this same
concept, but the tool is probably less effective due to a
decreased ability to hold the blade down tightly against
the edge of the head. It was missing its cutting blade
when found and, like the Salaman and Kilby examples,
that blade's skew angle would determine the bevel angle
it cut. It also has a nicker blade. The large head on the
brace is characteristic of the heads that were standard on,
and unique to, cooper's braces, adding confidence to the
assumption that this was a head-bevel cutter. The peg
which projects up into the offset portion of the brace
handle is a mystery. This peg is loosely fit into a hole in
the bottom bar; but since it would interfere with the
brace's rotation, it had to be unplugged when the tool
was used. As found , a piece of string connects it to the
body of the tool, but that seems to be more to keep it
from getting lost than serving any functional purpose.
Croze planes that cut V-shape grooves in the staves
(As in Figure 2 #17.) formed the stave's setting for the
V-shape head edge. Two such V-cutting croze planes in
my collection both cut 50 degree grooves. This
consistency with the angle cut by the Figure 3 and 4
tools first suggested that angle may have been a standard
for dry barrels. But I've since received reports of other
V crozes that cut 65 and 86 degree
grooves, so it was obviously not a
universal standard. Note that a V groove
cut squared to the head and at the same
angle as the edge of the head would
provide full surface-to-surface contact
with the head (slightly less so on the
shorter bottom side of the groove). This
would maximize resistance to both inward
and outward pressures on the head; more
on this point later.
The Frank H. Wildung booklet

Figure 6

Woodworking Tools at Shelburne
Museum pictures (page 66, # 12) a tool
identical to that shown in Figure 6 and
describes it as a head-chamfering tool for
barrels. Some characteristics of these
tools have caused several people to
question that identification and the
Shelburne Museum has been unable to
validate the basis for it. However, closer
consideration has led to seemingly logical
explanations, and I am accepting that
identification . Also, I have been unable
to imagine anything else they might be
that makes as much sense. This tool was
obviously made commercially. Figure 7
shows a craftsman-made wooden example

Figure 7

Figure 5
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of the same basic design and Figure 8 shows another iron
variation. Did the makers of the tools in Figures 6 and
8 copy a basic design already used by some craftsmen,
or did the Figure 7 tool's maker copy their design? On
all three tools, the cutting is done by a V-shape blade set
at a right angle to the arc of the tool's swing around its
pivot point. The blades are sharpened on the front and
back edges of both sides of the V, which allows cutting
with both push and pull strokes. But the sharpened
outer side of the V would make no cut relevant to
beveling the head. It is guessed that it was sharpened to
cut out the head at the same time the inner edge was
cutting the head bevel, rather than first using a separate
nicker blade to cut out the head as the prior tools did.
(NOTE: The blades in these three tools cannot be turned
around to position the outer edge on the inner side.) All
of these tools have iron "wings" above the blade that
curve along the general line of the cutting arc both ahead
of and behind the blade; the reason for them is initially
questionable. It can be seen that the wings would limit
the amount that the blade could be tipped from a squared
position and it was guessed that a tipped blade might cut
more easily than one held in a squared position.
Experiments with the Figure 6 tool confirmed this;
trying to make a cut without tipping the tool over against
the wing was nearly impossible. The offset handle of the
Figure 8 tool would make not tipping it even more
impossible. On the Figure 6 and Figure 8
tools the wing would also serve as a depth
stop. The stop on the Figure 8 tool limits
the depth of the cut to about 1/4 inch, so
the tool could only cut heads with a
maximum thickness of 1/2 inch; but heads
that thin were not uncommon for some
dry barrels. The Figure 6 tool could cut to
a depth of about 1/2 inch.
On both the Figure 6 and Figure 7
tools, the inner blade edge cuts a bevel
angle of about 122 degrees (a head angle
of 116 degrees); the Figure 8 tool cuts at
about a 135 degrees angle (a head angle
of 90 degrees). The outer edge angles
differ from one another, but that is
irrelevant to their guessed-at purpose. A
question of how secure a head would be
when mounted with such a shallow
extension into its mating V groove has
raised some doubts. But a small dry
barrel made recently for use as a stool has
plywood heads beveled on both sides to
about that same 122 degrees, which fit
into correspondingly beveled croze
grooves. How faithfully this barrel
copied any specific type of older barrel is
unknown, but the coincidence of similar
6
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head angles does suggest this as a valid bevel angle for
some early dry-barrel heads . The head mounting does
seem much more secure than had been suspected.
Further postulating about this has resulted in two
possible explanations, which may apply separately or
jointly.
Wet barrels were completely assembled and then
filled and emptied through holes drilled in a stave and
the head. As explained by Kilby (and elsewhere), the
second head is mounted by slackening the hoops,
spreading the staves, lowering the head inside the cask,
levering the head back up into the croze groove, and
retightening the hoops. Some dry-tight barrels were also
filled by funneling contents like gunpowder into them
through a stave hole and might have been made that
same way. But a head cannot be installed in other dry
barrels until after the barrel is filled, so the head would
have to be worked into its groove from the outside/top.
The type of head mounting that Salaman calls a
shouldered chime (As in Figure 2 # 16.) would be much
easier to fit, but probably not as secure against being
pushed out by heavy contents. While Kilby is not
specific about how such fitting is done, he does mention
one type of dry-tight barrel on which it was done . He
describes a specialized way of cutting the chime (slightly
hollowed and extending down quite close to the croze
groove) which "enabled the head to be fitted more

Figure 8

Figure 9

easily." When so mounting the second head in a filled
barrel, a shallower bevel-angled head could be worked
in more easily and by spreading the staves less than
would be required for a deeper bevel. Also, the thin
staves used on some dry barrels would be weakened by
a deep croze groove and might have demanded the
shallower cut. Accordingly, it seems likely that such
shallow head-bevel angles were legitimate for some of
the many different types of dry barrels.
With its adjustable blade angle, the Figure 9 tool
appears to be the ultimate of this type. It could form any
of the different bevel angles that might have been
appropriate for heads on different types of dry barrels.
Kilby provides one more specific reason why the wet
cooper did not use tools such as those above. Since
wood shrinks more across the grain than lengthwise, and
wet-barrel heads were made to last for years, the heads
were sawn out with a slightly wider diameter across the
grain than with it to compensate for such shrinkage;
these tools could not make such an oval cut. The
scarcity of these tools today (especially relative to their
fairly common V-croze companions) suggests that their
use was more the exception than the rule and that most
dry-barrel makers probably also used heading knives to
form the bevels on barrel-head edges.
The auction catalog listing for the Figure 10 tool
described it as a barrel-head cutter, but the basis for that
identification is unknown. As can be seen, it has only a
nicker-type blade and could not have cut a bevel on the
edge of a head; that bevel would have had to be cut later
with a drawknife or a Salaman/Kilby type tool. Not
shown by Figure 10 is the fact that the end of the bar
with the pivoting handle slopes upward. The rationale
for that slope is uncertain , but one possible reason is
guessed at. As made, the pivoting handle can also be
mounted on the opposite end of the bar which would
remove that slope from functional use. The blade is
mounted in a plug, which can also be repositioned to the
other end of the bar if the handle is reversed. The blade
is set at an angle in its plug that almost exactly matches
the slope of the bar and makes the resultant cut just
slightly off of 90 degrees , the "off' possibly more by
accident than design. If, however, that same blade is
remounted on the other end it makes the
slightly angled cut appropriate for a
sloping-chime or shouldered-chime head.
Possibly the angled bar was intended to
provide such a dual capability. Wear
marks show that the tool was used
primarily as pictured, but there is
evidence of the handle being at the other
end. The adjustable pivot point would
cut heads with diameters of about 8
inches to l 6inches. However, wear marks
on the tool's bottom and evidence of its

once having had a fixed pivot point on the bar (both
evident in the Figure) indicate that it was primarily used
to cut heads ( or whatever) with diameters of about 6 3/4
inches. In a table of different dry-barrel sizes, Kilby
identifies some small dry barrels used for paint, grease,
oysters, powder, etc., that had heads of about that size.
Roger Smith has a 1951 booklet that combines
barrel advertising with instructions on how to use
barrels. I scanned this at the CRAFTS picnic and took
some notes, but may have missed something. It appears
to have been prepared for use by the members of some
sort of barrelmaker's confederation rather than by a
single maker. Although it provides no construction
detail information of direct relevance, it does describe
the procedure for working the barrel head into its croze
groove from the outside after the barrel was filled. It
discusses wet barrels and "slack" barrels (a new name for
the former dry barrel), but does not mention anything
like a dry-tight barrel. It does make specific mention of
powder being put into wet barrels . I may have missed
some mention of a stave hole, but noted only instructions
for both filling and emptying wet barrels through the
bung hole. It also makes substantial mention of paper
liners being used in dry barrels; it appeared that the
paper used was water resistant and that this was a laterday alternative to the dry-tight barrel as a method of
preserving dryness . It also devotes considerable
attention to preserving the barrel for future use , an
apparent change from the former throw-away
philosophy.
The Brooks Barrel Co. in Cambridge, Maryland, still
makes slack/dry barrels for use as both containers (nails,
coffee beans, horehound candy, etc.) and as decorator
items (tables, chairs, etc.) (There are only about four
such companies still working in the U.S.) Their barrels
are entirely machine made with 3/8" staves and heads
using tum-of-the-century machinery. Almost everything
the Brooks people said disagrees with what is said by
Salaman, Kilby, and Whelan - possibly a result of
differences between craftsman and machine making. It
appeared that the Brooks factory manager knew very
little about non-machine barrelmaking. Their barrel
heads are mounted into a V-croze-type notch in the

Figure 10
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staves, but the two sides of the head have the different
bevel angles of wet casks (but coming to a point). He
could not cite the resultant edge angle, but did say that
the outer side was cut back 1/8 inch and the inner side
1/4 inch. A scaled drawing of those dimensions shows
a bevel angle of about 90 degrees (canted slightly from
the plane of the head). When asked how deep the craze
notch was cut, the response was "about 1/4 inch,"
seemingly more of a guess than a for-sure fact. It seems
that a 1/4 inch deep notch in a 3/8 inch thick stave might
weaken the stave more than would be desirable, but
maybe not. I was very surprised to hear that their craze
notches are squared to the inner surface curvature of the
stave rather than to the incoming head, tilting both edges
of the notch away from alignment with the incoming
head and the bottom edge to a more nearly vertical
angle. On a scaled drawing, the use of this combination
of different head-bevel angles and a tilted groove seems
very questionable. The deeper bevel cut on the head
bottom would make minimal contact with the more
vertical bottom side of the groove and would seem to
offer very limited resistance to inward pressure. There
may have been some sort of communications glitch
between us, but he seemed quite specific on these points.
I talked to him before seeing the Smith booklet and did
not hear or ask about the use of paper (possibly now
plastic?) liners.
Although not a dry-barrel tool, the plane shown in
Figure 11 is related to the others discussed above. The
Whelan book shows a more complex German plane and
mentions that simpler variations like the Figure 11
example are known; these are described as pail bottom
planes. Unlike barrel heads, pail bottoms are typically
only beveled on one side and the Figure 11 tool could
only be used to cut such a single bevel. It cuts a bevel
angle of about 150 degrees and the curvature of its
groove would limit its use to circles with the relatively
small diameters characteristic of pails. As with wetbarrel heads, the pail bottom would have had to be sawn
out or cut with something like the Figure 10 tool before
this plane was used. Also, as with wet-barrel heads a
slightly larger diameter across the grain might have been
desirable and could have been shaped with this tool.
In summary, the fact that dry-barrel making has not
been as well analyzed and written about as wet-barrel
making has left blanks in our knowledge of some of the
construction methods and tools unique to a trade that
was of considerable significance in the lives of our
ancestors. It is hoped that this article will play some
small role in filling those blanks and possibly encourage
others to pursue them further. Comments from anyone
with knowledge that supports or disproves any of the
guesses made here would be greatly appreciated.
(NOTE: Thanks to Hank Allen, Brooks Barrel Co.,
Charles Flynn, Herb Kean, Paul Kebabian, Roger Smith,
8
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Figure 11

Jack Whelan, and the Shelburne
contributions to this article.)
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BROWN AUCTION continued from page 3
Among the patented metallic planes and scrapers, the prime pieces
in fine condition brought strong prices. A rare Boufford scraper patented
in 1899 with a beautiful, pierced floral decoration in the cast iron handle
brought $700. A rare and very attractive smoother patented by Birdsill
Holly in 1852 with round recesses in the so le and in fine condition for its
age sold for $2,700, and a scarce Metallic Plane Co. smooth plane in
outstanding condi tion with Storke's 1867 and 1875 leveradjustment was
hammered down at $1,600, more than three times the high estimate.
Surprisingly, a scarce Rodier jackplane in fine condition brought only
$950 and a Union X-3 in unused condition was underappreci ated at $575.
The 1872 Miller's patented No.50 gunmetal plow plane in super
condition with a wonderful, original, warm-brown patina and featured on
the back coverofthe catalogue brought $23,500 from an absentee bidder.
Two bench planes wi th the vertical post adjustment mad e in Boston
by Leonard Bailey, a No .7 and an almost-mint No.5, brought $2,800 and
$4,600 respectively. The early, experimental smooth plane by Leonard
Bailey with "L. Bailey patent Aug. 7, 1855" stamped in the lever cap and
featured in P-TAMPfA ff by Roger K. Smith sold for $3,600.
A very rare Steers' patented smoother made in Canada and
illustrated in P-TAMPIA ff sold for $2,550, we ll above the high est imat e
of$ l ,500. A rare , adjustable Boston Metallic block plane with a six-peta l
floral design on the lever cap in almost new condition brought $ 1,000 and
a rare and desirable Union X-0 with 70% finish was a bargain at $2,700.
The Phillips' Improved Plow Plane made by Babson and Repplier in
super condition and illustrated in color in the catalogue was hammered
down for $4,000.
The rare Sargent No. 162 scrub plane with double irons and wedges
in fine condition realized $3,400. A scarce Sargent No.11 butt gauge in
the origina l box sold for a surprisi ng $475, more than twice the high
estimate.
A fine example of the beautiful, classic, handled Sandusky center
whee l plow plane in li ght amber colored rosewood and in outstanding
condition was hammered down at $7,000. A rare , unhandled Sandusky
No. 138 center wheel plow in dark rosewood with ivory tips realized
$9,500.
The real surprise of the auction was the outstanding Taber Plane Co.
plow plane featured on the cover of the auction catalogue. This is the
only examp le of this top-of-the-line plane by a respected maker to have
shown up to date. It is made of beautiful dark rosewood, has ivory tips ,
and ivory-trimmed rosewood nuts on boxwood screw arms. It is trimmed
with silver fittings. It was estimated to bring $10,000 to $14,000 but only
realized $6,500. Sometimes the right buyers just aren't present at the right
time.
Prices realized were genera lly in line with estimates. Rare items in
exceptional condition continue to command prices well above estimates,
proving once again that condition is everything. As sometimes happens
a few really fine items failed to achieve their true value.
John G. Wells, October 1999

AVisit with RUSSELL ELLIS
by Bill McDougall
o paraphrase Will Rogers, Russell Ellis
never met a tool he didn't like.
On my last visit with Hank Allen
he and I spent two hours with Russell in the
large basement of Russell's Springfield,
Massachusetts, home admiring his rather
sizeable tool collection. Because of the large
number of items they are not arranged in any
vertical display (that would take one mother
of a wall surface), but are arranged on racks,
in stacks, and in boxes and bins on shelves.
Many collectors try to acquire tools of
several if not most of all early crafts, at least
one or a few for each craft. Russell seems to
carry this a little farther. When I casually
mentioned that I had 18 different screwdrivers he
casually mentioned that he had over 700!
Russell's interest in tools comes naturally. He served
in the Air Force where he worked in avionics for 23
years, developing and producing electrical and electronic
devices for use in aviation, missilery, and astronautics.
After retiring from the Air Force he began collecting
tools and started to work for the Post Office where he
used tools in his job.
He is now again retired and can spend plenty of time
going to auctions (25 or more a year), antique shops, and
tailgating. "No garage sales, a waste of time," he says.
I have to agree. Russell likes tools that were made in
Springfield, Massachusetts, and has around 300 of them.
In addition to Springfield tools he has 1,000 wrenches,
300 to 400 hammers, and several hundred oilcans. My
favorite oilcan is a pocket-size, brass oilcan with a spout
that folds into its side, and marked J.Deal/DRGM.

T

Russ Ellis, NETCA President

Elegant Oilcans

Evidently carpenters' glue pots are not too desirable;
he has only 12 of them including two all-copper pots.
Also in his collection are over 200 braces, more than 200
handsaws, over 120 levels, and roughly 200 clamps, 20
adzes, 30 mallets, 120 drawknives, and 15 broadaxes.
These are by no means the complete collection. He
has between 5,000 and 6,000 tools and no two tools in
any group are the same. He is still gathering more
as long as they are a little different from the ones he has.
Reaching into his rack of over 100 framing squares,
he pulled out for our inspection a folding framing square
invented and made by T. C. Auringer. Russell bought
this at an auction of Mr. Auringer's tools in New York
State where Auringer lived and worked. A beautiful 16drawer oak post office cabinet is full of screwdrivers,
rules, and marking gauges.
continued on page 9

A sample from 700 screwdrivers.

Aisle A - augers, oilcans, etc.
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Book Review:
EAIA's Directory of American Toolmakers
Edited by Bob Nelson, 1176 pages, softcover, 1999.
Available from EAIA: Linda Stanton, 13231 Cypress N. Houston Road, Cypress, TX 77429
$65 postpaid in US, EAIA member's price is $55.

European & Butterfly Axes
Some of Russell's favorite tools are: a Davis brace made
in Springfield, a framing square marked in Roman numerals
made in 1809 (this was pictured in an issue of the Chronicle),
a handsaw with the finger depression on the left side of the
handle made in 1821 for southpaws like me by Joseph Wreaks
in Sheffield, England, a Davis 28" inclinometer, and a 33"
tumscrew with a double eagle stamp made at the Springfield
Armory.

&;;
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Booman Ratchet Screwdriver

One of his most unusual tools is a two-handled, ratchet
screwdriver (above) made by J.E. Booman Feb. 6, 1912 (he
has two of them).

Unusual Crate Tool
Another unusual tool is a crate tool (above). Russell's
collection has no whatsits. He knows the purpose of each tool.
Whenever I look at a large tool collection, I try to imagine
just how many craftsmen who were the former owners of
these tools are represented. I suspect that if all of the former
owners of Russell's tools were laid end to end they would
reach all the way to Albuquerque. (if any number of tool
collectors were laid end to end, they would still point in all
directions) .
10
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Here is a listing, with over 14,000 entries, of identified
makers of tools who worked in the United States and Canada
before 1900. It's a tour de force, bringing together 20 years of
data gathering and analysis. Now, if you never look up an
unfamiliar maker's name on an auction list or catalog before
you leave home, or never race home with a tool you've just
found with an unfamiliar mark to find out who made it or
don't give a hoot about who made anything, this is not a b~ok
for you. But, if you just need to know, then you also need this
book.
Bob Nelson received EAIA's "Long-Term Service
Award" for his extraordinary work as Editor of the Directory.
Coincidentally, [Well, maybe not.] Bob is our featured author
for this issue of the Tool Shed, and is a "Long-Term
Supporter" of CRAFTS. His experience and knowledge are
reflected in the details that are provided on many makers in
the Directory.
The "Main List" of makers gives working location
working dates, marks, and the type(s) of tools made, if known '.
For many makers there is supplemental text, which gives
qualifications, expansions, or explanations relating to the
maker as well as historical data, personal information, brand
names, patent dates, etc. For me, the strength of the book is
in this supplemental information.
There are valuable appendices called annexes. The
"Names Sought Annex," with almost 4,000 entries, lists
alphabetically items that appear in the text of the Main List
(such as brand names, patentees, alternate firm names, names
of people other than the maker, etc.) and references you back
to a maker in the Main List. The "State Annex" lists makers
according to the states they are known to have worked in. The
"Patent Annex," with almost 2,500 entries, lists all of the
patent dates in the text of the Main List in chronological order.
This is a pretty potent patent reference . Many patent dates
you might look for will not be here, however, as the makers of
patented tools are very often unknown. There is also a
"Supplemental Name Annex," which has minimal data for
names that didn't make it to the Main List for a variety of
reasons.
A maker's directory is an open-ended challenge because
many makers appear in the Main List only because their name
has been reported on a tool and we still know little about
them, and also because there must be hundreds of makers that
haven't yet been identified at all. Much remains to be done
and EAIA will be establishing procedures for reporting ne;
information to their database for a future update. Let's hope
that Bob Nelson's baton will be passed to an equally
knowledgeable and industrious individual for the next update.

Hank Allen

A ROSE BY ANY OTHER NAME
t was a cold, wintry night in New Britain, Connecticut,
many years ago. Around a poker table, next to the fire , sat
five influential men of the area: Alix Stanley (Stanley
Rule and Level), George Sargent (Sargent & Co.), George
Trask (Union Mfg. Co.), Linson DeForest (DeForest Co.), and
George Shelton (Shelton & Osborn Mfg. Co.). They all lived
reasonably close to one another and this was their semimonthly poker game, this time at George Shelton's house in
Birmingham (now Derby).
"Hey, I have a good story to tell you guys about some
wood that we can all use for our planes," mumbled Mr.
Shelton. (He was known to all as the "Mumbler".)
"Tell your story some other time; I'm losing," shot back
Mr. Stanley.
"Oh, for God's sake Alix, let ole Mumbles tell his story,"
Mr. Sargent broke in .
"Yeah, I need wood. Rosewood is just getting too blamed
expensive," was Mr. DeForest's contribution. Mr. Trask, the
"Silent One", said nothing.
"OK, OK, but don't interrupt, I think we can all profit by
this deal," said Shelton. "Over in India , or on some island off
the coast of India, there's a bunch of trees that are ours for the
asking."
"What the deuce are we going to do with trees? I thought
you said you knew where there was some wood," interrupted
Stanley.
"Give him a chance Alix," was the shocking remark from
the Silent One.
Shelton continued. "Well they're trees now, but I know a
contractor who will have them down and into lumber inside a
couple months ifwe give him the capital to get started."
"Go on, go on, now it's starting to sound like something."
"Wait a minute, what kind of trees are they? We can't use
just any wood."
"The natives call them Padauk, but we can call them
anything we want. They look like a cross between Mahogany
and Rosewood."
"Padauk? That's no dam good as a name. You'll have to
come up with something better then that."
"Well, it looks like Mahogany, and it comes from the
islands off the east coast of India. How's East Indian
Mahogany?"
"ls there such a tree?" straight-arrow George Sargent
asked.
"Naw, but that's what makes it perfect. It will be
something new that we can ballyhoo the heck out of."
A reasonable pause and then: "I'm for it." "Me too."
"Count me in." "Yeah, OK with me." Another pause, but
longer, and then, "Well Trask, are you in or out?" "In."

I

And so was born the era of East Indian Mahogany,
Pterocarpus dalbergioides, commonly known as Andaman
Padauk, from the Andaman Islands off the east coast oflndia.
The planemakers used it for handles and knobs, but Padauk
was also used by cabinetmakers for decorative purposes, such
as the elaborate panels in Pullman Sleeper Cars.
(Cabinetmakers also used other species of Padauk.)
Shelton even made an entire plane of Padauk in his oneupsmanship of DeForest. [See "Kean Kuttins" June 1997 .]
Union Mfg. Co. used it when other woods were not available.
Stanley substituted it occasionally for the smaller rosewood
and cocobolo knobs . But Sargent jumped in with both feet
and listed it in his catalog as East Indian Mahogany. Almost
his entire VBM line had this good-looking wood in handles
and knobs. However, as the islands became logged over, the
supply dwindled. Sometime in the early 1920s, Sargent
replaced Padauk with a true mahogany.
Please don't write in about the anachronisms or my
fictional character descriptions. I wasn't at that poker game
(although Chuck Granick claims that I'm old enough to have
been there) .

AUTHOR'S NOTE: The U.S Forest Products
Lab has recently confirmed that all five samples
from Sargent broken handles that were felt to be
made from Padauk, were in truth, Padauk.
Herb Kean

Union Hill Antique Tools
Collectible Tools for the Connoisseur at:

http:/ /www.tooltimer.com
Your Satisfaction Guaranteed!
Plus:
· Free tool collector's database
· Interesting tool articles
· Type studies
· and morel

Steve Johnson·
4521 243rd Ave. NE
Redmond, WA 98053
tooltimer(iimsn.com
425-868-1532 (voice and fax)
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.----WILLY TELLUS WHATS I T - - - - - - - - .
AT LEAST THREE OF THESE EXIST

FRONT
VIEW

April 12: LIATCA annual tool auction,
WEDNESDAY 7 PM, Brush Barn,
Routes 25 & 111 Smithtown , Long
Island. Call Jeff Baum 718-347-1845 or
Larry Russo 516-567-4097 or
lrusso@peri.com for info.

No.

44

7.9 11 LONG

Whatsit # 42, September ToolShed
Whatsit #42 in the September Tool Shed is a hole clamp. This
clamp allows riveting to be performed from one side of the work, such
as an airplane wing. The clamp is inserted through a small hole and
aligned to secure layers of material, so that blind rivets can be installed
in adjacent areas . After the other rivets are installed, the clamp is
removed and replaced by a rivet.
Normally the clamps are spring-loaded and require special
pliers to compress their internal spring. Compressing the spring forces
the two outer blades, which have barbed shoulders, away from the
clamp's body. The blades are pushed through a hole in the material
and the spring is released . This allows the two outer blades to retract,
catching the material and pulling it tightly together. As the outer blades
pull back, they also slide over the center blade, which is slightly wedge
shaped. This then locks the clamp in place .
I think these clamps are used in the aircraft industry and in
sheet metal work. They were made by at least four manufacturers in
sizes from 3/32" to 3/16" and could be spring or screw activated.
Maurice Maltby

Winter Auction Schedule
Feb. 19, March 18, April 29: N. Kingstown, Rhode Island.
Bill
Spicer's tool auctions managed by Bud and Vera Steere. Call Vera for
information or to get on Bill's mailing list 401-884-5049. Send $2 for a
list to 110 Glenwood Drive, N. Kingstown, RI 02852.
Feb. 19: Boyertown , Pennsylvania. Barry Hurchalla's regular monthly
auction. Call Barry 610-323-0333 for info. or to get on his mailing list.
Feb. 26: Allenstown (not Nashua), New Hampshire. Your Country
Auctioneer's Cabin Fever Antique Tool Auction. Call Steve Mitchell for
information 603-485-2800 or info@toolauctioneer.com . Website is
toolauctioneer.com.
March 5: Fine Tool Journal absentee auction. Call Clarence Blanchard
for information or subscription 207-688-4962 or CEB@FineToolJ.com.
Website is FineToolJ .com.
March 17-18 and May 19-20: Ramada Inn-Airport, Indianapolis,
Indiana. Tom Witte 's Spring Tool Shows and Auctions. Call Tom 616668-4161 for a catalog or information.
March 11-12: Damascus Volunteer Fire Dept. Activities Building,
Damascus, Maryland. PATINA's annual Spring Dealer Sale (11 th ) and
Auction (12 th ). Tailgating encouraged. For dealer sale info call John
Williams after 7PM weekdays 301-439-8812 . For auction info call Jim
Hill 301-854-3170
March 25: England . David Stanley's 35th International Catalog
Auction. Call Mechanicks Workbench for a catalog 508-748-1680.
April 1: CRAFTS annual tool auction, Elk's Club on Route 31
Flemington, New Jersey. Call Greg Welsh 908-439-3266 or Steve
12

Zluky 908-534-2710 for information.
Send $2 for an auction list to Steve
Zluky, Box 243, Whitehouse, NJ 08888.
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KNIFE
EDGE

April 15: Holiday Inn, Nashua, New
Hampshire, Your Country Auctioneer's
Antique Tool Auction and Dealer Show.
Call Steve Mitchell for information 603485-2800 or info@toolauctioneer.com.
Website is toolauctioneer.com.

Notice: The internet-based Museum of
Woodworking Tools at antiquetools.com has just opened a new
exhibit "Woodworking in Vietnam." The exhibit features more than 75
photographs of woodworking and related crafts in Vietnam. Curator
Bob Mathison can be reached at 212-727-3438 or
mathison@antiquetools.com.

Buy, Swap, & Sell
CRAFTS members Q!JJy may have a free 5 line (40 word) ad that is
primarily related to the exchange of tools or information. Each line over
5 is $1. Send to: Stuart Shippey, 251 Hillside Ave., Chatham NJ 079281732, FAX 973 701-2050, or email : stushippey@prodigy.net. Ads
accepted if space permitted.

For Sale
1998 Stanley Tools Pocket Guide. Updated with several
hundred price adjustments to reflect recent market activity; $1 O
+ $2 pstg. Available from John Walter, 208 Front St., Marietta,
OH 45750 or call 740 373-9973.
Manufactured and Patented Spokeshaves & Similar Tools:
Identification of the Artifacts and Profiles of the Makers and
Patentees. $75+$5 s&h . Order direct or request brochure. Tom
Lamond, 30 Kelsy Pl. Lynbrook, NY 11563-1516.

Wanted
Corn-husking pegs - wood, bone, wrought, or unusual manufactured
styles. Also catalogs- Boss, Kewanee, Clark, etc. Interested in
information you may have for a research project. Sue Jacob 215-8221020 or 44 E. Hillcrest Avenue, Chalfont, PA 18914-2717.

Gunter's chain - full size (66') with pegs if availaole. Mockridge
tools. My middle name is Mockridge. Collecting examples of
their work. Wilma Sagurton
973-543-4 724
Anything "Stanley:" tools, literature, advertising, etc.
Also any "Victor" or "Defiance" planes. Bill Hermanek 516-3601216, 31 Wildwood La., Smithtown NY 11787
bhermanek@aol .com
RESEARCH INFORMATION ... SCRAPERS: incl. Blade
marks, examples, ads, manufactured and/or patented for
woodworking or related trades; (hand, cabinet, floor, box, etc.)
Blade mark drawings, sketches, or photos helpful. Also buying
scrapers. Tom Lamond, 30 Kelsey Pl., Lynbrook, NY 11563

